British Delegate Meets Bhagwant University Officials in New Delhi
A meeting of Bhaghwant University Chairman Dr Anil Singh with Dr Craig Paterson of
Sheffield Hallam University (SHU), United Kingdom was held on 25 th January 2016 in New
Delhi to discuss academic understandings between two Universities. Vice Chancellor Prof. V.K.
Sharma and Director Dr. D. K. Bhalla were also present from Bhagwant Group, while Dr Foster
and India Representative Ms Puja Khullar of SHU also attended the deliberations. The meeting
was primarily held to move forward the the academic relationship between Bhagwant Group and
Sheffield Hallam University on areas of mutual intrest. Prof. Sharma briefed the delegates that an
MoU was signed between Dr Cliff Allan, Dy VC of Sheffield Hallam University on 22-2-2012.
This MoU resulted in awareness amongst Bhagwant Group students on the possibility of student
exchange, semester abroad, internship, dual degree and the faculty also got opportunity for
possibility of higher learning at SHU. One of the students of BGI family attended semester
abroad program in Management at SHU and the other did a full MS course in Industrial
Management. Dr Anil Singh also visited Sheffield Hallam University during 2013. In order to
strengthen our ties it was emphasized that more visits should be made from either side. Dr Anil
Singh offered fifty percent scholarship in tuition fee to any student of Bhagwant Group who
attends any program at Sheffield Hallam University. He also offered free accommodation and
boarding lodging arrangements to any faculty and student of Sheffield Hallam University coming
to any of their campus in Ajmer, Ghaziabad and Muzaffarnagar. Dr Craig Paterson described the
way for forward movement and being a law faculty highlighted the emerging trends and research
areas in law education especially international law, constitutional amendments, etc. Dr Foster
and Ms. Puja Khullar gave exhaustive narratives on Sheffield traditions and procedures while
accepting them as their family. It was highlighted that next exhibition of UK Universities will
take place only in November 2016 and those students graduating this semester must start
attempting IELTS, GRE, GMAT etc so that they are ready for admissions in higher studies in
coming admission session. The invitation of Dr Anil Singh was accepted by Dr Craig to visit
Ajmer when he comes to back to India in March. Bhagwant University is taking all efforts to
create awareness amongst its stake holders on relevance and importance of exposure in higher
education. Previous efforts of the University borne fruits and many of its students have gone to
study and work abroad.
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